
working garments men HIVI work suit with reflective tape on hot sale

 

 

 

Products Specification:
 
Details of work suits Size From S to XXXL European Size

Reflective tapes Around chest and arm
Color Fluo Orange,yellow.Other color is also aviable.
Gender Men
Pockets 2 chest pockets
Fabric Choose 80%polyester 20%cotton/65%polyester 35%cotton/100%polyester
Fabric Weight 190-240g/㎡
Buttons plastic buttons
Color combination Orange fabric with hivi reflective tapes
Market Europe market,America Market,Africa,Middle East  Market
Application Outdoor

Workmanship Stitching Single stitching,double stitching and triple stitching
Packaging Nomal Polybag 1 piece/nomal polybag

Carton 20pcs/carton
Series Recommendation WH407 Vest,jacket,shirt

Supply The supply we provide is OEM.

Description
* two chest pockets 
* two reflective tapes around chest
* two reflective tapes around arms
* single-breasted buttons
* v-neckline
* one tool pocket on arm
 

Packing & shipping
 

 *. by sea or air shipping --- we can guarant the delivery !
*. by express shipping for samples DHL ,FEDEX ,TNT ,UPS ,EMS,Special Line
*.samples will be delivery within 7-10days after prepaid
A shipping notice will be sent to you via e-mail after your order has been shipped

Trade terms FOB, CNF ,CIF
Payment method T/T,L/C,D/A
Delivery time 45-55days after receiving your payment in advance
Usage oil and gas station,workshop,road ,factory
 
Our service
 First:we wil discuss the detail information about the goods like the fabric material ,the weight of fabric,the
color ,the size ,the color ,the technics process, the samples the delivery time and the payment before we
place order with each other .

Then:we will sent you the samples within 10working days after receiving your payment.



Next:we put the good in producing ,we will give you the pace of the product by email in time when we
place the order.
Last:we will make sure the delivery time and shipping the goods in time ,of cause sent you the delivery
information in time.
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


